Mother-to-child HIV-1 transmission: state of the art and implications for public policy.
During the past five years there have been significant advances in the knowledge of the factors that affect mother-to-infant HIV-1 transmission. Diverse interventions have been designed and proven effective in reducing the risk of such transmission. In reviewing the pivotal literature in such respect implications for public policy are also analyzed. Because of the constant evolution of the interventions, the public policies also need constant revisions. The impact of viral load assessment during pregnancy and its relationship to transmission risks is discussed, as well as the effectiveness of elective Caesarean delivery. The latter has both positive and negative aspects which merit consideration. Newer approaches, such as highly active anti retroviral therapies (HAART), which have shown to decrease the AIDS mortality, have also shown zero transmission in small cohorts. Shorter and cheaper interventions are also somewhat effective and are good alternatives to resource poor countries.